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Ergonomic Review of the Sublime Imrpint Anti-
Fatigue Mat
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The Sublime Imrpint Anti-
Fatigue Mat takes the fabulous
Sublime Comfort Anti-Fatigue
Mat a step closer to heaven.
Thisanti-fatigue mat is a well
designed and environmentally
friendly ergonomic aid for all
those stationary tasks in your
kitchen, laundry room, garage
or anywhere else you stand.

Why Is it Different?

The Sublime Imprint Mat is an anti-fatigue mat composed of a proprietary multi-layer air cell cushioning system.
There's a firm upper layer and two soft cushioning layers below that. The result is a mat that provides good support
and stability while reducing pressure points on your foot, thereby reducing fatigue.

The Imprint is built much the same as the Sublime Comfort mat, but it is thicker. And in this case, thicker is better.
The Comfort mat would let your floor sink into the material an it would fill up all the voids almost like a custom
orthotic shoe insole. The extra thickness of the Imprint anti-fatigue mat ensures your foot is completely supported
and cushioned, while still providing a stable standing surface.

The Sublime Imprint Mat is covered by the same durable anti-slip material the Comfort is. And it is also available in a
number of different colors and textures to make sure it looks good wherever you decide you need to use an anti-
fatigue mat.

Does it Deliver?

The Sublime Imprint Anti-Fatigue Mat delivers more support and comfort that the comfort mat does. It wraps around
your foot for even pressure distribution while providing a stable surface to stand on. Often soft mats do more harm
than good. The softness makes it more stressful and fatiguing to stand on. After all walking on a pillow is not easy.
But the Sublime Imprint Mat's three layer core does not suffer from that problem. It manages to provide excellent
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But the Sublime Imprint Mat's three layer core does not suffer from that problem. It manages to provide excellent
support while remaining soft and comfy.

Beneficiaries

The Sublime Imprint Anti-Fatigue Mat benefits any one who likes things comfy and pain free. Others who can benefit
from this ergonomic anti-fatigue mat are:

Summary

The Sublime Imprint Anti-Fatigue Mat is a great anti-fatigue mat for the kitchen and home as well as non-industrial
commercial work stations (like hair stylists and cashiers). The three layered air cell mat is supportive, soft,
comforting and durable. It eases the fatigue of stationary work on hard surfaces.

The durability of the Sublime Imprint Mat is good. The surface texture is resilient and should not where out easily.

The stylish textures and variety of colors make sure these mats fit in with any home decor.

For those of you interested in the greener side of things the Sublime Comfort Mat is made with non-toxic,
environmentally friendly plasticizers, reduces PVC material and does not use any formaldehyde or heavy metals in its
production.

Good anti-fatigue mats are some what pricey. But the Sublime Imprint is one anti-fatigue mat that is worth the
price. It is one of the best mats my feet have had the pleasure of standing on.
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